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Resolving Land and User Rights conflicts in the North West Province, 

Cameroon. 
Throughout the world, indigenous peoples have faced the threat of severe land 

dispossession beginning with colonization and continuing to this day. 

Land is the foundation for the lives and cultures of indigenous peoples the world 

over. Without access to and rights over their land and natural resources, indigenous 

peoples’ distinct cultures, and the possibility of determining their own 

development and future, become eroded. 

It is therefore not surprising that the right to land and natural resources is a key 

demand of the international indigenous movement and of indigenous peoples and 

organizations  everywhere. 

REPERID has expanded this view of indigenous peoples right to land and now 

works in situations where it is the Right to Land and the Use of land, for all 

peoples, that cause conflict situations. 

REPERID aims to work with indigenous and non-indigenous communities in order 

to resolve existing disputes and alleviate conflict. We are currently working in 2 

areas: the displacement of the Yeh people and Farmer/Grazier Conflicts. REPERID 

aims to utilse the processes and policies that will be implemented in these two 

projects in order to resolve further disputes over land use and rights.  

 

1.The town of Kumbo in Bui Division has an estimated population of 100,000 

people. In the Kumbo municipality water is managed and distributed by the 

Kumbo Water Authority. The authority has been managing and distributing water 

since 1992 when, during the political upheavals in Cameroon the indigenous Nso 

people decided to take over the management of water from the state corporation 

SNEC.  

 

The Water Authority inherited and now has a dispute with one village called Yeh 



over the water catchment area. The indigenous Yeh people claim an indigenous 

right over the water catchment area and the villagers farm and graze in the water 

catchement area. These activities threaten the water source and the water 

consumers are at high risk as farmers in the area may use fertilizers.  

 

REPERID has proposed pro bono mediation to resolve the dispute over the water 

catchment area. This project is already underway. A signifficant amount of initial 

research has been completed, meetings with both parties have occured and a 

schedule of events agreed.  

 

2. The indigenous population of the North West Province of Cameroon have crop 

farming as the principal economic activity . Within the province there has been, 

over the last century, a growing settlement of nomadic cattle graziers. These stake 

holders compete for land which is becoming a scarce resource due to an increase in 

their activities and pressure on land due to population expansion. Due to a number 

of factors there exist a situation today whereby farmer/grazier conflicts are a 

regular occurance.  

 

Objective 
Through research, mediation and the training of Community Mediators, REPERID 

hopes to quell these conflict situations, providing a firm foundation for a peaceful 

future for all land owners and users.  

 

This project seeks to analyse farmer/grazier conflicts in the North West Province 

of Cameroon. The objective of the project is to identify the root causes of conflicts 

and elaborate a farmer/grazier conflict management strategy that is adapted to the 

local realities.  

 

Another goal of the study is to show the link between farmer/grazier conflicts that 

are not given early attention and the consequences that they lead to. Examples 

already exist in Wum and outside Cameroon: Nigeria, Mambila plateau - there are 

other examples that have not impacted on Cameroon but are pertinent and can be 

used to highlight the issue.  

 

There are a variety of indicators, factors and resons for the conflict which have 

been identified through research and stakeholder participation - approximately 200 

farmers and 200 graziers have completed questionnaires  

 

Primary Conflict Indicators  
 

Limited land space (due to topography) and the fact that the North West Province 

is the second smallest, in terms of land area.  

 

The North West Province is the fifth most populous province in Cameroon  



The North West Province is primarily rural  

Activity Base Indicators  

Farmers and Graziers use the same land - there is no distinction made in terms of 

need.  

• Bad practice Grazing fields are fenced, often poorly. The fences degrade over a 

time and animals break through and feed on farmers crops.  

• Graziers water animals regularly - moving the herd from higher to lower ground - 

and this movement can encroach on farmers land and cause crop damage.  

• Tradition Once a year graziers take animals on transhumance (a movement to 

fertile plains). Upon return they will often find that farmers have begun ploughing 

the grazing land. Conflict arises and graziers have reacted by causing damage to 

farmers crops.  

• Graziers, in the hope of getting good pasture land, often leave earlier than the 

calendar would stipulate (for transhumance). This movement can coincide with the 

time that crops are still in the field awaiting harvest. Crop damage occurs as a 

reult.  

• Bush fires, long term, deplete the land quality and alter its composition (varying 

the flora and fauna that once existed). These areas are abandoned as they no longer 

become suitable for farming or grazing. They are not rehabilitated and thus add to 

the scarcity of land.  

• Increased Contact Intensity of the activity. There are 2 farming seasons in the 

NW (therefore 2 croppings) which degrades the land and increases stakeholder 

contact on the land resource.  

• Due to pressure and demand for land the farmers have moved nearer to grazier 

land (often sloping) and therefore the chances of conflict are increased.  

 

Social/Cultural indicators  

Stereotypes exist whereby cattle are viewed as 'more important' than crops and are, 

therefore, more deserving of the land resource. Graziers may dismiss farmers 

concerns as a result.  
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The Human_Rights Hub 

The Human Rights Workshop on Gender Based Violence (GBV) 

Workshop with local chiefs on Gender Based Violence GBV 

Girl Rights & Alleviation of School Girl Pregnancy 

Program Title: 
The promotion of girls rights in educational institutions and the provision of 

information that identifies and alleviate school girl pregnancy.  

 

Program Area: 
Bui Division 

 back to top  

The Development Forum 
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Water & Sanitation, Traditional & Cultural Design. 

Soure of water before treatment 

 

 

 

Water undergoing Treatment 

 

 

 

 

Pipe_borne water! suitable for consumption. 
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Intellectual Copyright - Manufacturing & Designs 

Presentation of Traditional Outfit 

 

 

 
 

Designers in Process of Production 
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Presentation of Cultural Designs 
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REPERID & CULTURAL RIGHTS: THE DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL 

EXPRESSIONS. 

 
If something is terrifically original you can file for a patent.  

Copyright can be used when you express original ideas in whatever format it 

should take. This is all you need to protect something, it is the universal mark. 

In terms of sorting the situation out now; 

 

1. Firstly you have to prove that the original design was the tribes, have they got 

any relics, any historical documents that have this design on them? Would a 

Museum or cultural centre have exhibited or have evidence? What is the oldest 

piece of fabric they have with the design? Do they use 'block prints'? - If so there 

may be paper work concerning this or it may have the date carved in it. 

If so that is good, you need a paper trail you see. 

2. If there is one then what you would need to do is then write a letter with this 

information to the company director explaining the copying.  Include a picture of 

the companies and the tribes design to highlight the similarity. State the date the 

tribe started manufacturing the design and that it is well known to tribe. 

You have to be clear about what you want from them-a withdrawal of the design? 

A commission on each piece sold? Also what are the tribes losses? can the 

company meet this in some way? Explain the similarities, the look and feel of their 

piece compared to your piece. 

The fact that what they have produced is inferior in quality is also in your favour as 

professional  can tell an original. 
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3. You then, in this letter, need to say you have reasons to make allegations of 

infringement of ideas. 

If they cannot provide proof of their design story and paper trail of the design they 

are stuck and should in some way be very happy to not only compensate but also 

withdraw their design from the market unless something else is agreed between the 

two parties. 

4. If they do not respond then it is worth trying to take it further-a solicitor 

basically. 

 

In future 

1. They should safeguard against copying by firstly putting the little c with the 

circle around it as well as the date and name of either individual or company - this 

would enact the 'Berne Convention' 

It's up to the company or individual to police their own work so they should never 

leave their designs with someone, allow them to take photos of their work etc. Date 

everything and keep records. 

 

If the tribe meet with a company or person with the view to selling a design they 

should not leave it with that person or company, even if the company/person say 

they need to keep it to think about buying it. (You wouldn’t leave your property 

with someone would you) Also to safeguard their designs they should also stop 

people (including ‘tourists’) take photo’s 

If there is a requirement that they need the design for longer or if there is any doubt 

about it, then they should make the interested party sign a confidentiality 

agreement. 

Useful addresses; 

www.simmons-simmons.com 

www.designprotect.com 
 

You could also check out art quest and go via the crafts council website which has 

links to other sites concerning design. 

Intellectual Copyright - Manufacturing & Designs 

This is a traditional design that is produced by people that can barely read or write 

in a village with no electricity or running water! let me go for a run down of what i 

think may be appropriate from what you see. 

http://www.simmons-simmons.com/
http://www.designprotect.com/


1.we have to prove the design was the tribes. Yes that’s right. Anything that they 

can find that may be used to prove it. There could be a possibility that a museum or 

cultural centre or church may have exhibited this, that would be sufficient proof. 

You could ask if they could present the oldest piece of fabric with the design on.  

 

Also I imagine they would use blocks to print with so there could be paperwork 

regarding the making of this or the design. It may have a date carved in. You need 

something  

2. Once this is done we contact the (bad) company outlining what the tribe want. 

explaining the similarities Yes basically saying that you have good reason to 

believe that the designs the bad company are using belong to the tribe. You should 

try to send a picture of their and the tribe’s design and also just state the dates 

when first used ie.circa 1840. In addition you could also say that it is a well known 

tribal pattern dating back many centuries. Also you need to write to the infringer 

and request that they stop producing these designs further. Unfortunately if they do 

not respond to this the tribe will need to get specialist legal advice and solicitor-not 

easy to do I know. However if you write a letter then I imagine that it could be 

very convincing. As the bad company have used the design and made money from 

it, then they should also be made to compensate the tribe and remove all items 

from anywhere they have supplied.  

3. Why is the fact that it is inferior in our favour? Because copiers are slavish in 

their imitations, they do it cheaper and badly so it is easier for a professional to see 

who made the original..  

4. So, at the end of the letter we make the allegation that it is an infringement of 

ideas. What law are we upholding doing this? what are we using to justify our 

case? International Copyright laws and intellectual property rights laws. You are 

justifying the case with points in point 2. Copyright is protected abroad by the 

Berne Convention  

5. we can ask them to counter our claims by proving the design is theirs - in the 

same way that we have to in point  

 

• Future action-for new designs and also designs in their archive Do you mean they 

should add a label to the material/dress or whatever that contains the design? and 

that this label shoudl have the tribes name and then the little c with a circle - is this 

'c with a circle' a universal copyright method? does it apply in cameroon? Yes. It is 

a universal symbol. The c in the circle shows who the owner is, That others are not 

allowed to use without permission from the owner. It also means they are asserting 

their ownership. Copyright is protected abroad by the Berne Convention  

 

• You say, 'date everything and keep records', of what? i dont understand. 

Remember this is a tribe in the rural third world. A record could just be a 

photocopy or photograph, I know that they may not have this facility but it would 

be worth them taking some kind of documentation. In terms of new designs they 

just need to put the date on the top of paperwork or textiles ( I do realize that they 



may not be making new designs). Alternatively if this is easier then post a copy of 

work to themselves-as this will have the date on it.  

 

• 'If there is a requirement that the need the design for longer' - if who need the 

design for longer? - do you meant the (bad) company? and who is the interested 

party? Right sorry I didn’t explain this enough. If the tribe meet with a company or 

person with the view to selling a design they should not leave it with that person or 

company, even if the company/person say they need to keep it to think about 

buying it. (You wouldn’t leave your property with someone would you) Also to 

safeguard their designs they should also stop people (including ‘tourists’) take 

photo’s  

 

• 4. What documents could you photocopy and send? I could just send something 

to you which they could use as basic layouts for future reference. Also the 

breakdown of the terms on copyright, design right, trademarks. I am going to try 

and send something today. 

  

 


